
Your REALLY Productive Playlist  
Not 52 things to add to your to-do list, but 52 ways to be less busy and more productive 

This is not a to-do list. Or a step by step guide. You don’t have to start at the beginning. 
It’s not a checklist you have to complete. And it’s definitely not something to beat 
yourself up with. 

It’s a play list. 

A collection of ideas, insights and tips taken from my books, blogs and workshops,  
with links to read more if you want to explore further. 

Which means you can pick and choose - whatever and whenever takes your fancy.  

You can make it a daily habit or weekly exercise. Or dip in whenever you’re feeling 
overwhelmed - or underwhelmed, 

Take a look, see what jumps out at you and go play with it.  

Enjoy! 
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Your REALLY Productive Playlist  
Not 52 things to add to your to-do list, but 52 ways to be less busy and more productive 

You can do anything, but not everything, right now. Choose your focus. 

True productivity is knowing what not to do, so you can genuinely commit to what you do 
do.  What good ideas can you say no to, so you can say yes wholeheartedly to the best 

ideas? 

Name your fake work. What’s activities keep you busy and stop you from doing 

the real work that would take you forward towards your goals? 

Separate the worry from the work. Not everything you worry about is within your control. 

Choose what you give your attention to.  

Let go of trying to do everything. Focus instead on where you create your best impact and 

make your best contribution and give that everything you’ve got. 

Know your WHY. Purpose gives you direction, drive and determination. It helps 

distinguish between activity and action, from going through the motions to actually making 

progress. 

Align your work with your vision and values. Time only feels productive when what we 
spend it on is personally meaningful. 

Swap the words “I have to” for “I get to”. Turn overwhelm into opportunity.  

Define success as something you do, not just something you have, or wait for. What’s your 
success in action? 

Decide what ‘job done’ looks like at the beginning of the day. Give yourself a short, 

closed list to work from. What you do after you cross that finish line is entirely up to you. 

Create an ideas park or get and ideas jar to capture all those brilliant ideas, so they 

don’t distract you. 

Choose your hours. Working all hours is counter-productive. Avoid work-life blur. 
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Set boundaries to clarify what you value and communicate how you work best. 

(see Chapter 6 of How to be Really Productive) 

Practise saying ‘no’. Like a muscle, the more you use it the easier it gets, and the more you 

realise the world really doesn’t end when you do 

Negotiate by saying saying ‘yes’ on your own terms. “Yes I’d love to help and here’s how/

when/what I can do…” 

Make space to think. Don’t get so caught up with ‘doing’ that you forget to think. 

Thinking is the best work you can do. 

Manage your availability. We all need times when we have our brains to ourselves, so that 

when we are available we can be fully available. Use your email signature, voicemail, out of 
office and conversations to communicate your availability and manage expectations. 

Practice stealth & camouflage. Do some tactical hiding or electronic unplugging to create 
space for you to focus. It’s amazing what you can get done in even half an hour of 

uninterrupted time.  

Silence those pings! Turn off your email and social media notifications (the pop up, the 

sound, the icon) 

Keep an agenda for people you work closely with, and ask them to do the same for you, 

instead of interrupting each other as each idea or request arises. 

Think response-ability rather than responsibility. What one thing could you do (or 

not do) today to improve your response-ability? 

Give yourself blank space in the diary. Margin is an essential ingredient to being productive 
in a fast-changing, unpredictable world (see pg.122 in How to be Really Productive for ideas 

to get you started)  

Multitasking splits your attention, makes life harder, and mistakes easier. Monotask 

wherever you can, and if you have to juggle, don’t give yourself more balls to juggle than 

you have to. 

Ask, ‘what do you need?’ to increase clarity and reduce disruption when others ask you 

for your help, advice or involvement. 

Question meeting requests. Ask “what’s the purpose of this meeting?” 
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Eat a frog for breakfast! Set yourself up for the rest of the day by doing the 

hard or unpleasant thing first. 

Don’t fight your mind monkeys. Get to know them, learn to play with them, distract them, 

feed them well and have good conversations (see chapter 3 of How to be Really Productive) 

Mind your language. Replace “I can’t” with “I don’t”, “I haven’t yet” or “I choose not to” 

Break your big hairy goal into baby steps. Start with something as small as “I’ll just get 

the file out…” or use the Pomodoro technique to work on it in 25 minute chunks. 

Rename your projects. Make them fun and focused on positive, desired outcomes. 

Delegate. Let others do what they can do, so you can do what only you can do.  

Beware decision fatigue. Making decisions is hard work. You will get tired. Give yourself a 
break and delegate a decision - let someone else decide what’s for dinner, or where to hold 

that meeting. 

Built trust with your team. Without trust, we double up on work, find ourselves triple-

checking, and waste time and energy on impression management rather than being 

productive. 

Have good conversations that build coordination and communication. None of us work in a 
bubble. We have to work with and around other people. Start a conversation to explore how 

to make your mutual working lives easier (see Chapter 5 of How to be Really Productive) 

Stop honouring busy. Being busy is not hard, and can be the very thing that stops us 

from being productive. Measure impact, not hours. Reward productivity, not face time. 

Use a DiSC profile to tailor your productivity strategies to work with your personality. 

Your weaknesses are your strengths overused. Find your hidden strength. Channel 

it in the direction where it will grow healthily instead pf spiral out of control. Harness it in an 
environment where it will thrive and be valued. 

Do the candle test to identify what energises you and what drains you. Manage 

your energy, not your time. (pg. 190 of How to be Really Productive) 

When’s your prime time? When are you in zombie mode? Know your peaks and troughs 

and match your work to your natural rhythm. 
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Start creating your ‘pick-me-up playlist’ - a collection of energisers that boost 

your mood, kickstart your motivation and get you inspired and moving again.  

Drink plenty of water. The human brain is made up of 75% water and even mild 

dehydration can affect our mental performance as well as our mood and physical energy. 

Eat well. Adequate nutrition can raise your productivity levels by 20%, so don’t skip 

breakfast or skimp on your lunch break. 

Forget work-life balance. Play with your work-life rhythm. 

Get moving. Our brains have evolved to solve problems on the move. Experiment with 
walking meetings, standing desks or walk away from the screen when you need a break. 

Get some sleep! Lack of sleep kills our productivity. People who are drunk 

outperform those lacking sleep. Try one early night a week or experiment with power 
napping.  

Start the day well. Check in with yourself first before you check in with the rest of the 

world. 

Ditch the guilt. Guilt distracts us, disables us and devalues our time. Start with enough: 

you have enough, you do enough, you are enough. 

Identify one thing that you enjoy doing so much that it gives you energy, and make it a 

priority this week. Recharging is not a luxury. It is fuel for our productivity. 

If you’re taking time off, take it, savour it, enjoy every moment. Don’t count it by 

seconds, measure it be moments.  

Choose progress over perfection. Not everything can be - or needs to be - done to a 

gold-plated standard. Some things are fine being silver-plated, bronze-plated or just plain 
done. 

Learn to fail well. Mistakes happen. There is life after a mistake and what matters is what we 
do next. 

Make a Ta-Da List! Celebrate what you have done and enjoy that ‘job done’ 

satisfaction. Without joy, productivity becomes exhausting - empty drudgery, an 
interminable chore.
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